N4712 NGUOI KHONG MANG HO (VIETNAM, 1989)
(Other titles: A man without surname)

Credits: directors, Phan Vu, Nguyen Chien; writers, Long Van, Pham Thanh Phong; novel, Xuan Duc.
Cast: Ly Hung, Lan Huong, Ly Huynh, Mong Van.
Summary: Police melodrama film set in South Vietnam in the 1970s. Nguyen Viet Lam, the son of a northern landlord, crosses the Ben Hai River and becomes the chief of a band of robbers taking the name Truong Soi. Lam goes looking for his girlfriend Khanh Hoa, a Viet Cong operative in Da Nang. He helps her escape the South Vietnamese police with a briefcase of secret documents. After the liberation, Lam continues as a robber chieftain in Vinh Linh. Khanh Hoa is in charge of capturing his gang. She persuaded Lam to surrender, but he is shot by one of his own men. Khanh Hoa then helps Lam’s wife to visit him in hospital.
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